Baby Einstein: Store: Product Detail: Baby Wordsworth™ First Words - Around the House DVD

Attachment #3

Order Subtotal:
$0.00

Baby Wordsworth™ First Words Around the House DVD

$19.99

1

You currently have
0 items in your shopping
cart

●

The Dove Foundation Family Approved Seal

●

iParenting Media Awards

●

National Parenting Center Seal of Approval

●

A musical introduction to baby’s first words and
communication

●

Features bonus language learning with
Spanish, French and English tracks

Previous
●

Includes the music of Bach, Bizet and
Schubert.

●

DVD's are zoned for region 1 only, which is the
USA and Canada

●

Appropriate from 1 year

The Baby Einstein Baby Wordsworth™ First
Words-Around the House DVD takes your little one
on a playful and engaging musical exploration of the
new world around him. Set to the music of master
classical composers including Bach, Bizet and
Schubert, Baby Wordsworth First Words-Around
the House is a rich and interactive learning
experience that introduces your little one to the
concepts of verbal and written communication and sign language.
By using your little one’s immediate and surrounding environment to enhance the learning
experience, Baby Wordsworth™ First Words-Around the House is a fun and fascinating
interactive tool that fosters the development of your toddler’s speech and language skills.
Special guest Academy Award winning actress Marlee Matlin introduces your little one to 25
words for objects found around the home. Words include common items like chair, dog and
lamp that can be found in any of five different rooms of the house -- kitchen, living room,
yard, bedroom and playroom.The delightful DVD includes enchanting puppet shows, real
world images and classical music specially re-orchestrated for little ears. Plus, with three
language tracks, your little one can learn new words in Spanish, French and English.
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In addition to closed captioning, The Baby Wordsworth First Words-Around the House
DVD also contains sevenbonus features, including Repeat Play, Discovery Cards, Language
Tracks (in Spanish, French and English), Expressions in Sign language, The Alphabet (in Sign
Language,) Story Time with Violet’s House and the Toy Chest. The Baby Wordsworth™ First
Words-Around the House DVD has a total running time of approximately 39 minutes and is
organized for easy navigation.
Repeat Play
A convenient Repeat Play option allows repeat video viewing with one touch of a button.
Discovery Cards
Interactive Discovery Cards are a first of its kind application for DVD technology. A new set of
Baby Einstein’s Discovery Cards has been created and featured here in video still frames.
Parents and children can “step” through the more than two-dozen engaging photos of words
and places from your toddler’s environment including the yard, bedroom and kitchen. The
images are labeled with written vocabulary words providing endless interactive possibilities for
you and your little one.
Puppet Shows
A series of threeplayful puppet shows featuring the puppet hosts of Baby Wordsworth will
engage and delight your little one.
Expressions in Sign Language
Expressions in Sign Language is an interactive game designed to help your little one learn to
sign a variety of words through American Sign Language and other hand gestures to
communicate concepts and words.Your little one will be encouraged to mimic the hand
motions and learn the sign for each word displayed on the screen.
The Alphabet
Presented in American Sign Language, your baby will learn to sign each letter of the alphabet.
Presented with fun music and stimulating colors, your little one will be encouraged to identify,
speak and sign each letter of the alphabet.
Story Time with Violet’s House
Also included on the Baby Wordsworth First Words-Around the House DVD is a section
featuring the delightfully narrated tale of Violet the mouse, from the Baby Einstein Giant
Touch-and-Feel Board Book Violet’s House. Your little one will meet Violet at her house and
discover many of the objects that surround them in their everyday world. Our narrator reads
the story as brightly colored images from the book delight your child with a storyline that
helps her learn about the world around her.
To purchase the original, published version of the Baby Einstein Giant Touch-and-Feel Board
Book Violet’s House, please CLICK HERE.
Toy Chest
All Baby Einstein DVDs and videos feature a variety of toys from other manufacturers.
Included in the Baby Wordsworth First Words-Around the House DVD are catalogs of the
featured toys. If you are interested in buying one or more of the toys seen in the videos, our
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Order Subtotal:
$0.00

Baby da Vinci™ From Head to Toe
DVD

$19.99

1

You currently have
0 items in your shopping
cart

●

The Dove Foundation Family Approved Seal

●

Parenting Magazine - Video of the Year (2005)

●

Parenting Magazine - Video of the Year (2004)

●

The National Parenting Center Seal of Approval

●

Parents' Choice Approved Award Winner (2005)

●

Baby’s first introduction to their eyes, ears,
hands, feet and more!

Previous
●

Features Spanish, English and French language
tracks for added learning.

●

Includes the engaging music of Vivaldi, Bach
and Handel

●

Appropriate for ages 9 months and up.

●

DVD's are zoned for region 1 only, which is the
USA and Canada

The Baby da Vinci™ From Head to Toe DVD gives
your child a playful and engaging introduction to the
human body in three languages. With Baby da Vinci
From Head to Toe, your little one will go on an
interactive, musical journey from the top of her head
to the soles of her feet. Your child will learn to identify
her different parts of her body, and also discover each of her five senses . . . in Spanish,
English and French! Brightly colored toys, real-world images and fun-loving puppet shows
highlight this engaging exploration.
The Baby da Vinci From Head to Toe DVD features a cast of playful animal puppets – an
owl, monkey, rabbit, hippo, elephant, and duck – each of whom host one of eight engaging
vignettes focused on a different part of the body. Your little one will learn eyes, ears, mouth,
nose, face, hands, feet and body. Plus, your child will be able to sing along with the favorite
song, “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes.”
This unique and interactive title also features the music of master composers Vivaldi, Bach,
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Order Subtotal:
$0.00

Numbers Nursery™ DVD

$19.99

1

You currently have
0 items in your shopping

●

Billboard Digital Entertainment Award
Nomination (2004)

cart
●

iParenting Media Best Products for 2004

●

A playful and interactive introduction to the
numbers 1 through 5

●

Uses familiar, real-world objects to show what
numbers mean

Previous
●

Features the melodic scores of Haydn, Chopin,
Strauss and Schubert

●

Appropriate for ages 1 year and up

●

DVD zoned for Region 1 only, which is the USA
and Canada

The Numbers Nursery™ DVD introduces your
toddler to the magical and engaging world of
numbers. Your little one will explore the numbers 1
through 5 with brightly colored toys, common shapes
and everyday objects such as apples, cups and hats.
Developed in conjunction with Dr. Kevin Nugent,
Director of the Brazelton Institute, Children’s Hospital
Boston and Harvard University, this playful and
interactive DVD will help develop your baby’s understanding of what numbers mean. Music,
motion, happy babies and fun-loving puppet shows highlight this fun, stimulating exploration.
The Numbers Nursery DVD contains music by the world’s master composers specially reorchestrated for little ears. Including the works of Haydn, Chopin, Strauss and Schubert this
DVD creates a multi-sensory learning experience for parents, babies and toddlers.
To purchase Numbers Nursery™ in VHS format, please CLICK HERE.
Resources
All Baby Einstein™ videos and DVDs feature a variety of toys from other manufacturers. If
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